GLUON

WHITEPAPER

DISCLAIMER
The material contained in this whitepaper is not comprehensive or all-inclusive, and it is
not intended to create or implement any agreements. This whitepaper's main goal is to
provide information about Gluon project and GLU token. Analyze the project and make an
informed judgment before investing in this Coin. Before purchasing GLU token, we
strongly advise you to read this whitepaper and all related materials attentively. You
might even hire professionals to assist you with your research.
Certain statements, estimates, and financial information in this whitepaper are forwardlooking statements that are based on and take into account certain known and unknown
contingencies and risks that, in the event of an occurrence, could cause the estimated
results or results to differ factually and substantially from the featured estimates or results
extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statements herewith.
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INTRODUCTION
Gluon is a project aimed to create a decentralized fashion marketplace with an added layer of
security, anonimity and global availability.
If you want to sell a piece of clothing online, your best options are eBay, StockX and Grailed - as
one of the most used peer to peer marketplace. The problems you run into using these types of
marketplaces are high fees, regional availability, lack of anonymity. By using those marketplaces,
members of the community are taxed on every transaction.
Unlike all of these marketplaces Gluon will keep all of the money within our community, Gluon
aims to involve our members in all aspects of the process. Buying, selling, authenticating of the
goods, shipping etc. And not profit off them, but share revenue with everyone involved in the
project.
Using centralized marketplaces, you're prone to data leaks, hacks and fraud. Gluon is
implementing blockchain technology to allow users to remain anonymous and keep their data
safe while still maintaining authenticity checks of the highest level.
Everyone involved in the project will be able to benefit from participating. There will be multiple
positions open for anyone interested in joining our project.
Gluon will be released in a web format as well as an app, with mobile wallet implementation and
will be available to everyone in the world with an internet connection.
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OUR MARKETPLACE
INFRASTRUCTURE
Gluon revolves around sellers, buyers and the community. If someone has an item they
want to sell log into the Gluon marketplace using their wallet and they're instantly
authenticated and able to post a listing. It is then authenticated by our dedicated team
(see more under community jobs) and listed on the marketplace for potential buyers.
When a buyer agrees to a price the seller is notified and they package and ship the
product according to our guidelines for sellers. As a security measure a certain amount of
GLU is locked up in escrow until 48h after the product is received by the buyer. If
everything checks out then the funds from escrow are released to the seller minus the
market fee. If there is a problem our support team handles the disputes from buyers. If a
dispute is lost there is 48h period for appeal. For recurring violation and abuse of our
guidelines for both sellers and buyers they will be banned from the marketplace.
Gluon is all about safety and fair trading between sellers and buyers so we concentrate
on ensuring both our buyers and sellers are protected from counterfeit goods, scammers
and other types of fraud. For that reason we implement the best security a marketplace of
this type can offer.
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For authentication of high end goods, we will be implementing the AURA protocol backed
by LVMH group, which will ensure 100% authenticity by tracking the clothing item from
production to the end customer.
You can be assured you'll be completely protected if anything goes wrong because we
use the Blockchain to protect your funds and information.
You'll be repaid the whole amount if your item doesn't arrive or is considerably not as
advertised. You should never pay for an item outside of Gluon, every transaction must be
within the app.
We at Gluon accept and endorse a variety of payment methods, all of which being
different cryptocurrencies. There is a large number of cryptocurrencies you can choose
from. The sellers have an option to choose cryptocurrencies of their choice.
GLU token is not used for buying and selling goods, instead it's used as an added layer of
security and covering selling fees. If you wish to pay with an alternate cryptocurrency, not
included in the sellers options, you can offer to pay with it and see if the seller agrees.
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TOKENOMICS
Token Distribution

The amount is set at 12% & 18% on buying and selling respectively, which
will ensure both long-term holding, a steady stream of income for the
staking pool & ample liquidity for our listed pairs on DEXes along with
sufficient wages for our community jobs.

Buy Tax – 12%

Sell Tax– 18%
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ROADMAP
PHASE 1 - "INITIAL DEVELOPMENT"
Website development and release
GLU Token creation and release

PHASE 2 - "THE JOURNEY BEGINS"
Marketing within the fashion and crypto community
Presale of the GLU token
Fundraising for app development and large scale marketing
Development of web and mobile marketplace app

PHASE 3 - "WE'RE GETTING SOMEWHERE"
Large scale marketing
Beta testing of the marketplace
Public sale of GLU token

PHASE 4 - "TAKING THE LEAD"
Opening community job positions
Bringing in sellers from other marketplaces
Hiring authenticators
Introducing staking of GLU token
Final app development

PHASE 5 - "TAKEOFF"
Public release of the marketplace on all platforms
Adoption of AURA Blockchain Technology (backed by LVMH group)
allowing 100% authenticity checks for high end goods
Creating our shipping infrastructure - lowering shipping costs

PHASE 6 - TO BE UPDATED WITH FUTURE PLANS
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STAKING
Staking ensures the stability of GLU price and to reward our community members who
are invested in our project long term.
What is added to the staking pool:
1) 3.5% from all sales on the marketplace are distributed between members who are
staking GLU token
2) 100% of paid listings revenue goes to the GLU staking pool and is distributed between
members staking GLU
3) 8% of GLU sell tax

The rewards are distributed based on the pool share. It can be locked on a period of 7
days to 5 years.
Once the tokens are locked up they cannot be withdrawn until the selected time period
has expired. Rewards can be claimed on a daily basis.
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COMMUNITY JOBS
Anyone wanting to be a part of Gluon is welcome and able to apply for a variety of roles within
our marketplace.

AUTHENTICATORS
Authenticating goods from stamped images, proof of purchase and other factors;
providing an assessment of authenticity.
Income 1) 1.5% from total sales on the marketplace.
2) 1% from buy tax
Pay is based on number of authentications.

SUPPORT STAFF
Support staff has a range of tasks starting from handling disputes to introducing new customers
to the marketplace and helping with their questions.
Income 1) disputes : 2% of order value, paid from losing parties escrow
2) 1% of buy tax
Pay is based on two factors: 1) number of disputes
2) helping with troubleshooting (also based on the number of
closed chats)

JOB BONUSES
2% of initial GLU token supply will be used towards rewarding community jobs through
bonuses for early jobs
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